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dynamics of single organosilanized mesopores

C. Rodriguez,1,2 V. Torres-Costa,1 A.M. Bittner,3,4 S. Morin,3,5 M. Cascajo Castresana,3,6 S. Chiriaev,7 E. Modin,3

A. Chuvilin,3,4 and M. Manso Silván1,8,*

SUMMARY

Columnarmesoporous silicon (PSi) with hydrophobic vs. hydrophilic chemistrieswas chosen as amodel for
the local (pore-by-pore) study of water-pore interactions. Tomographic reconstructions provided a 3D
view of the ramified pore structure. An in situ study of PSi wetting was conducted for categorized pore
diameters by environmental scanning TEM. An appropriate setting of the contrast allows for the normal-
ization of the gray scale in the images as a function of relative humidity (RH). This allows constructing an
isotherm for each single pore and a subsequent averaging provides an isotherm for each pore size range.
The isotherms systematically point to an initial adsorption through the formation of water adlayers, fol-
lowed by a capillary filling process at higher RH. The local isotherms correlate with (global) gravimetric
determination of wetting. Our results point at the validation of a technique for the study of aging and sta-
bility of single-pore nanoscale devices.

INTRODUCTION

The study of the adsorption of water in porousmedia provides information about the nature of the interaction between the porousmatrix and

water vapor. In restricted geometries, water molecules can interact with surfaces through hydrophobic, hydrophilic, and hydrogen-bond in-

teractions. These interactions are governed by the interplay between the strength of surface-liquid and liquid-liquid interactions as well as by

the effects of confined pore space on the state and thermodynamic stability of the liquid. A confined pore space can lead to interesting new

structures of water that differ from wetting patterns on flat surfaces. In addition, confined water has properties that are not observed in bulk

water.1 This is the case for watermolecules enclosed in zeolites, cements, or in hydration shells of proteins.2,3 These examplesmotivate a wide

applicability of wetting studies inmaterials, but also in the study of biological processes and in biosensing. In a simplifiedmodel, there are two

types of water configurations in pores,3 free water (water on water, no contact with the pore wall) and water confined at the pore material

interface (at the pore wall) as established by experimental techniques such as NMR (of zeolites1 and granite residual soils,4 using T2 relaxom-

etry mode in this latter case) and X-ray tomography (of glass beads5 or granite residual soils6). Relevantly, the sensitivity of these techniques

allows providing details of the changes induced in the pores after cyclic wetting and drying. The structure observed for water confined in

pores is analogous to the complex case of hydration of proteins.

Water vapor adsorption in porousmedia, and in particular, evaporation/condensation from porous silicon (PSi) in response to variations in

ambient conditions, is used in many technological applications such as drying, separation, catalytic reactions, optoelectronics, and biomed-

icine.7 It is also critical for the protection of PSi baseddevices. Indeed, high environmental humidity can affect their performance and reliability

by changing their optical and/or electrical properties as briefly reviewed in Table 1. Surface functionalization is a logical step for the protection

of devices and has been extensively applied to PSi surfaces.8,9

The use of self-assembled organosilane layers is an effective approach to control humidity effects. In fact, organosilanes have attracted

significant attention due to their tunable surface properties to control wetting or biocompatibility in homogeneous and micro-patterned

areas.16 By employing organosilanes with different terminal groups, the surface can be engineered to attract or repel water. In biotechnology,

the wetting characteristics of organosilane-modified surfaces are the main factor affecting the protein adsorption on a biomaterial.17 The

adsorption of proteins, including proteins on bacterial surfaces, is responsible for biocompatibility, biofouling, and all other interface-depen-

dent properties. Understanding thewetting ability of biomaterial surfaces at themicroscopic scale is therefore of primary importance.We aim
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at expanding the research onmaterial surfaces from standard flatmodels to real porous surfaces, including the complex geometry in PSi. Free

standing layers of columnar PSi are the samples of choice for such in-depth characterization.

Environmental scanning transmission electron microscopy (wetSTEM) is a technique that enables real time and real space observations of

wet samples with nm resolution, including imaging of liquid water on complex surfaces, even into pores. The sample environment can be

controlled by independently adjusting the water vapor pressure and the sample temperature in the electron microscope sample cham-

ber.18,19 Several types of nanostructures (metallic, inorganic, and organic) have been observed in wetSTEM with good resolution and

contrast,18,20 including biological specimens,18,21 which are low in atomic number and sensitive to beam damage and dehydration. Because

specimens can be imaged without dehydration or coating, wetSTEM is of special relevance for biological applications and for biomaterials.

In the present work, we use wetSTEM to study the interaction of water with organosilane-modified PSi. We aim more precisely at

describing the different wetting dynamics of PSi layers following a pore-by-pore approach at scaled relative humidity gaps. This implies

on the one hand a detailed pre-characterization of the system, performed through complementary microscopic techniques, and on the other

hand, the development of a protocol for image acquisition under controlled wetting conditions. Free-standing layers of columnar PSi have

been chosen in view of their compatibility with transmission observations and their technological relevance.

RESULTS

Properties of the thin porous silicon layers

The FESEM cross-section image (Figure 1A) shows a general view of the structure of the PSi obtained after electrochemical etching prior to

delamination. The characteristic columnar pore anisotropy of thesematerials can be inferred. A highermagnification HIM image from the PSi/

silicon interface shows a transversal cut of superposed parallel pores (Figure 1B). The image was obtained at a landing ion energy of 30 keV.

During the imaging scans, we kept the beam current well below 1.0 pA to avoid possible image artifacts related to radiation damage pro-

duced by helium ions. The pore walls seen in the image present a rather rugged internal surface, which contains diagonal dendritic features,

denoting pore interconnectivity.

Top view imaging of the pores (Figure 1C) shows themicrostructure of the free-standing PSi. These TEM images highlight the alignment of

the pores and allowdetermining the pore size distribution. The resulting pore size histogram is shown in Figure 1D, revealing ameanpore size

of (40 G 10) nm.

The functionalization of the samples allowed obtaining surfaces with different hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties. Figure 2 summarizes

the surface termination scheme, water contact angles, and PTA infiltration results for the different PSi samples. The values of the contact an-

gles obtained are different from those that would be obtained on flat Si. Indeed, pores and other roughness features play an important role in

the apparent surface area of the materials, which in turn influences the contact angles.22,23 The APTS-functionalized and chemically oxidized

PSi surfaces become more hydrophilic when the pores are formed (0! and 22! for our porous structures, as compared to 29! and 49! for flat

surfaces, respectively).24,25 Such variation can be described by the Wenzel model assuming that the water permeates the pores. Meanwhile,

the PFDS-functionalized surface becomesmore hydrophobic with respect to the flatmodel (up to 117! for PSi from88! for the flat Si)26 and can

be described in this case with the Cassie-Baxter model. PFDS-PSi shows approximately the same hydrophobic behavior as the PSi surface

covered by SiHx species after HF treatment (contact angle of "120!).23 In passing we note that such contact angles for freshly formed PSi

are common for processes not involving silicon oxidative agents and not affected by atmospheric exposure aging.27,28 The main contribution

of the perfluorinated surface in the current study is thus providing a stable hydrophobic behavior, which is not ensured by the Si-H surface of

the freshly formed PSi. An estimation obtained by using the Cassie-Baxter equation predicts that the surface area of the hydrophobic PSi

samples is composed of "50% air (pores) and "50% solid (silicon). To further deepen into the estimation of the fraction of air on the surface

we performed a PTA staining experiment by SEM.

The permeation of aqueous PTA solutions was reliably imaged by SEM (Figure 2C). PTA readily dissociates in water to produce anionic

species; their chemistry is dominated by the outermost OH and O# groups, thus they are highly hydrophilic. The PTA staining of biological

samples for TEM characterization is indeed based on PTA binding to cationic and hydrophilic surfaces, so we expected a high affinity of PTA

to OH-PSi, and especially to APTS-PSi (where the terminal NH2 groups form NH3
+ in water). For these two hydrophilic samples, the complete

length of the pores is filled upwith PTA, indicating that the pores are permeable, even on the original Si substratewith an occludedpore at the

bottom. For H-PSi and PFDS-PSi, which have hydrophobic pore surfaces, the aqueous PTA remains on the top of the porous structure.

Table 1. Effect of relative humidity (RH) on the basic electrical and optical properties of PSi

Property Response to increasing RH Reference

Electrical Conductance Increase Mares et al.10

Impedance None Kovacs et al.11

Capacity Increase Rittersma et al.12

Optical Reflectivity Decrease Xifré Pérez et al.13

Photoluminescence Decrease Oswald et al.14

Mandal et al.15
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Using the permeation of PTA approach described above, we also realized FIB tomography imaging. These measurements were performed

on an APTS-PSi sample (Figure 3). Figure 3 a shows the in-depth 3D reconstruction of the structure from a top view section of approximately 33

3 mm2 area and 2 mmdepth. It should be noted that thewater (PTA) reaches the bottomof the sample over thewhole imaged volume. This agrees

with the previous SEM results (Figure 2C). From the top surface, the whole slice shows a diversity of conical tracks opening to the bottom. Visu-

alization of such cones suggests the presence of pores of different permeability, which agrees with the observation of a distribution of pore sizes

at the surface, as observed by TEM. Furthermore, higher magnification tomography images from isolated surface pores allowed reconstructing

the structure of PSi pores, which is dendritic and open (Figure 3B). In particular, a root-like structure is observedwith pores spreading horizontally

and converging vertically at deeper levels. This pore-by-pore reconstruction is coherent with the observation of the conical structures, denoting

that bigger pores act as ‘‘funnels’’ for PTA distribution. In other words, the fastest way to refill the bottom of the pores is not necessarily the pore

immediately on top at the surface. The area of influence of funnel-like surface pores at the surface extends circa 0.8 mm radially at the bottom of

the PSi surface. Since the porosity is open and ramified, this area of influence cannot be considered exclusive. These results compare very well

with the HIM data, which already suggest topographically the presence of a dendritic pore structure. Note that HIM reveals the pore wall micro-

structure, while PTA stainingprovides a 3D viewof pore interconnectivity and clearly illustrates that there ismargin formolecular flow through this

interconnectivity. Relevantly, if the fraction of air in one of the slices is considered, the result is in very good agreement with the 50% estimation

obtained from the application of the Cassie-Baxter model to the hydrophobic surfaces.

Condensation/evaporation cycles by environmental scanning transmission electron microscopy

We carried out condensation-evaporation cycles in wetSTEM by increasing and decreasing the chamber pressure and acquiring images at

each RH level. We were able to observe gradual water filling of single pores, as seen in Figure 4, clearly identifying RH ranges where wa-

ter-water nucleation proceeds in individual pores. Relevantly, the PSi structural integrity is not affected by the condensation and evaporation

cycles, as we can see in the wetSTEM images of a region of the OH-PSi sample during wetting (Figures 4A–4D) and after drying (Figure 4E).

Capillary forces are in fact known to destroy nanoscale structures, so that this stability is key for establishing columnar PSi as amodel surface.28

Analogous series of images were collected for the different types of surface terminations and the electron transmission was analyzed accord-

ing to pore diameter and vapor pressure. For each type of functionalization at a vapor pressure step, we found only small variations of contrast

for pores of similar size, which allowed us obtaining direct visualization of pore refilling according to pore size. The statistics for each size

allowed obtaining averages of pore refilling for different categories of pores according to their size in steps of 5 nm.

Figure 5 shows the electron transmission intensity profiles along the diameter of (35G 2.5) nm pores. The electron intensity read through

the gray value (a high gray value refers to a bright area, and vice-versa) is obtained according to the description in the methods, so that the

contrast settings are not modified along the RH conditions of the experiments. The pores are screened on a single-pore basis, for the four

types of PSi samples and the different pore size categories in each sample. It is worth outlining that the intensity reaches its maximum close to

the center of the pores, but this intensity is not in saturation. Analogous plots were obtained for pores in the 20, 25 and 30 nm ranges (see

supplemental information). With all the recovered data we could confirm that the contrast (gray value difference) between dry and wet pores

Figure 1. Electron microscopy characterization of columnar PSi

(A‒D) Cross section scanning electron microscopy image of columnar PSi, (B) Helium ion microscopy magnification of the pores in a cross section imaged at the

interface with Si (C) transmission electron microscopy top planar view of the general pore distribution of free-standing PSi, and (D) Pore diameter distribution

obtained from image c.
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during the condensation cycle is much lower in the case of H-PSi and PFDS-PSi (on a 256 gray scale level, from 50 to 105 and from 70 to 135,

respectively, Figures 5A and 5B) than in the case of APTS-PSi andOH-PSi (from 45 to 160 and from100 to 210, respectively, Figures 5C and 5D).

The observation of these two categories of gray value contrasts differentiated by their maximum yield, may be related to two different sorp-

tion behaviors. Indeed, this observation may be associated to competing wetting processes in the mesopores, such as multilayer adsorption

and capillary pore condensation mechanisms, respectively.

From the inner pore electron intensity profiles described above, we obtained the maximum gray value for each RH. The data are repre-

sented in a normalized inverted scale as shown in Figure 6 and categorized for each pore diameter range (a to d). To obtain the data, a

Gaussian fitting of the corresponding pore intensity profiles was used to obtain the gray value at the pore center (maximum gray value)

and base gray level for each RH. Normalization consisted in attributing a 100% gray value (black) to the largest gray value at each pore range

(always a condition close to the lowest measured RH) and attributing evolving gray values for the increasing RH conditions. The gray scale is

inverted to illustrate the increase of adsorption with water pressure, as typically represented in gravimetric isotherms. According to the slope

of the plots in Figure 6A–6D we observe a trend based on surface chemistry. On the one hand, OH-PSi and APTS-PSi, whose porous surfaces

are easily permeated, show a larger slope. On the other hand, H-PSi and PFDS-PSi, whose surfaces are resistant to water permeation show

consistently smaller slopes. For a fixed vapor pressure and considering the dynamics of the adsorption experiment, it can be stated that the

mean rate of decrease of the gray value (increase of water permeation) is higher for the hydrophilic PSi samples than for the hydrophobic ones,

meaning that the hydrophilic pores are filled more efficiently.

To compile the results obtained for the different pore radii in a rational manner and with a view to potentially different sorption mecha-

nisms we recovered assumptions related to capillary condensation in pores. In fact, this process depends not only on the attraction between

water and pore wall, but also on the attractive interactions between the water molecules. At low RH, the pore walls are covered by an ad-

sorbed water multilayer29 that remains isolated due to the presence of metastable nucleation barriers. When at higher RH the lateral inter-

actions between adsorbed water molecules become stronger than the interactions between the PSi surface and water, nucleation points

appear and capillary forces dominate. This is especially the case for the hydrophobic samples but occurs at lower RH for the hydrophilic sam-

ples. This can be deduced, in a simplified way, from the Kelvin equation:

lnðRHÞ = ln
Pc

P0
= # 2sVm cosðqf Þ

RTr
(Equation 1)

which relates the pore condensation pressure Pc (or the relative humidity RH = Pc/P0) to the pore radius r, and to the contact angle qf of the

silanized flat Si. Our setup keeps all other parameters constant (P0 is the vapor pressure of bulk water, s is the liquid-vapor surface tension, Vm
is the molar volume of the liquid, R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature). For PSi surface with low contact angle, i.e., for the

hydrophilic silane layers, the Kelvin equation predicts porewetting at low RH. For the highest contact angles, close to 90! (for planarmodels of

H-Si and for PFDS) mean that pores fill only at saturation (RH = 100%).

This result agrees with the FESEM cross-section observation of the different PSi samples taken after PTA sorption (Figure 2). We can clearly

see that, in the case of the hydrophilic samples, the solution enters the pores over thewhole thickness of the layer, contrary to the hydrophobic

samples, in which the water/PTA remains at the surface. Therefore, a different filling mechanism can be expected depending on the hydro-

philicity of the samples. It is plausible that in hydrophobic samples, the water molecules form aggregates of several molecules instead of be-

ing uniformly distributed along the surface. Once a critical cluster size is reached, these aggregates coalesce to produce the condensed

Figure 2. Different surface chemistries and wetting at columnar PSi

(A‒C) Schematic of the porous silicon (PSi) surface chemistry for (from left to right): as-formed PSi, Perfluorodecylsilane (PFDS) functionalized PSi,

Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS) functionalized PSi and peroxidized PSi, (B) static contact angles of the PSi surfaces and (C) backscattered electron image

of the cross-section of the PSi surfaces in presence of Phosphotungstic acid (PTA). From left to right: as-formed PSi, PSi functionalized with PFDS, PSi

functionalized with APTS, and peroxidized PSi. Bright contrast in the layer on two right images indicates PTA infiltration. Scale bar is 1 mm.
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phase.3 Therefore, the functionalization through perfluorosilanes such as PFDS provides hydrophobic properties30 and may allow for an

increasing stability of the surface against the environment. Capillary condensation mechanisms do happen in both types of hydrophilic

and hydrophobic PSi, but close to saturation RH in the case of the hydrophobic ones. In hydrophilic pores, however, the water layer grows

homogeneously. This suggests layer-by-layer condensation of water on the pore walls, and the consequentmore efficient filling of the pores.3

This effect was verified for each single pore, while mechanisms are usually deduced from global averages over many pores, which are usually

not identical. We believe that our wetSTEMdata open the way to a general explanation of capillary fillingmechanisms, but also to single-pore

devices.

The Kelvin equation (Equation 1) furthermore postulates that pore condensation shifts to higher RH with increasing pore diameter,31 i.e.,

smaller pores are preferentially filled. Indeed, we found from many observations of single pores, that electron transmission strongly de-

creases, translating into increasing filling, for decreasing pore diameters. In the followingwe show how this effect correlates withmacroscopic

adsorption measurements.

Correlated water adsorption measurements

Figure 7 shows the water adsorption and desorption isotherms of the PSi samples as function of RHmeasuredwith a Belsorp-Aqua apparatus.

These isotherms provide information about the wetting and the hydrophilic or hydrophobic properties of the samples. In the case of adsorp-

tion, the curves are monotonous and concave (curving upwards), or type III according to the IUPAC classification.32

Upon the necessary change in ordinate scale, the results agree with the wetSTEM measured adsorption, indicating a weak interaction of

the water with the PSi surface pointing to condensation by capillarity. Moreover, the amount of water adsorbed is very low for H-PSi and PFDS-

PSi and is increased for OH-PSi and APTS-PSi. Indeed, as suggested by the Kelvin equation (Equation 1) which provides a relationship be-

tween the pore diameter and the pore condensation pressure (Pc), pore condensation shifts to a higher relative pressure, and consequently

to higher RH, with increasing contact angle.

Figure 3. Tomography image of aminopropyl-triethoxysilane functionalized PSi

(A and B) Three-dimensional phosphotungstic-acid enabled tomography images of (a) porous silicon functionalized with aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (scale bar

1000 nm) and (b) a dendrite single-pore structure magnification from the same sample (scale bar 200 nm).

Figure 4. wetSTEM images from peroxidized PSi at increasing humidity and after drying out

(A‒E) wetSTEM images from peroxidized free-standing PSi at increasing humidity: (A) 9.1%, (B) 34,2%, (C) 68,5% and (D) 91,3% RH and (E) after drying.
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Although H-PSi and PFDS-PSi present almost the same contact angle (118! and 117!, respectively), they exhibit a different amount of ad-

sorbed water. This can be due to the partial oxidation of H-PSi, which can occur in the time span from the etching to the moment of analysis

and even during the wetting process in view of the favorable free energy change (enthalpy diminishes and entropy increases by oxidizing H-PSi).

However, contrary to the continuous contrast change obtained from the wetSTEMdata (Figure 6), Figure 7 shows that water condensation

is enhanced at higher RH (>60% RH). This difference in the influence of RH on the wetSTEM contrast and water adsorption/desorption

isotherm is due to the different set of thermodynamic conditions used in both experiments. Indeed, wetSTEMmeasurements were performed

at 5!Cover a range of pressures up to 866 Pa, whereas in the case of the gravimetric measurements the analysis was performed at 25!C, reach-

ing a total pressure of 2338 Pa.

Regarding the desorption curves, we also note a different behavior between the hydrophobic and the hydrophilic samples (Figure 7). The

former present strongly curved desorption isotherms, indicating the existence of both equilibrium evaporation and pore blocking effects.31

Indeed, from 90% to "20% RH, desorption is associated to the evaporation of liquid from open pores (Figure 7). The observed final step

from "10% to 0% RH is, however, resulting from the blocked mesopores remaining filled until they empty via cavitation. On the other

hand, the more hydrophilic samples also present a desorption curve with a very small slope at low RH, and a very large one at high RH.

This typical path of the adsorption isotherm is shown in Figures 7C and 7D. The water adsorption/desorption curves (Figure 7) present a hys-

teresis, which is a consequence of the presence of pores with alternating wide and narrow parts. The origin of these wide and narrow parts in

the pores derives from the general description of the pore structure and the observation that narrower pores refill (so plausibly also desorb)

throughwider pores. As the partial pressure of saturatedwater vapor is lowered in the narrower pores, the evaporation is consequently shifted

to a lower vapor pressure compared to water in the wider pores.2 The observed hysteresis is larger in the case of the hydrophobic samples

than in the case of the hydrophilic ones. This is probably due to the difference in contact angle between adsorption anddesorption. Indeed, in

the first stages of the adsorption experiment, water molecules interact with the pristine wall surface. However, in the initiating desorption

experiment, they draw back from a wet surface.33,34 As the contact angle of the latter is smaller than that of the former in the case of the hy-

drophobic samples, large hysteresis is observed, according to the Kelvin equation for desorption, which takes analogue form to Equation 1

but considers a desorption pressure Pd, instead of a condensation pressure Pc. Thus, the equilibrium desorption pressure Pd also depends on

the pore hydrophilicity.33,34 Moreover, we observe that the filling and emptying of the pore is not totally reversible. This effect is clearly more

acute in hydrophobic samples, which are more susceptible to chemical reactions with water upon the completion of condensation.

Conclusions

The modification of the PSi surfaces by oxidation and self-assembly of organosilanes allows controlling their wetting. Imaging the internal

surface with high resolution (by HIM and TEM tomography) provided insight not only into the general columnar structure, but also into

Figure 5. Cross section intensity profiles in categorized pores (35 nm)

(A‒D) Pore (d = 35 nm) image intensity profiles at different levels of increasing RH for (A) as-formed PSi, (B) PSi functionalized with PFDS, (C) functionalized with

APTS, and (D) peroxidized PSi.
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the ramified interconnections through pore walls. We used wetSTEM to observe, on a single-pore basis, the water filling of the pores, in func-

tion of RH from the pore profiles of the different samples. A statistical analysis allowed establishing differences in the wetting dynamics de-

pending on the surface chemistry. In particular, the capability of water adsorption is larger in the case of the hydrophilic samples than in that of

the hydrophobic samples. That shows that self-assembledmonolayers can be used to alter and control the chemical nature of porous surfaces

and consequently their wettability.

Most important is that our statistical analysis is based on data obtained from single pores. In this way, wewere able to obtain water adsorp-

tion isotherms categorized by pore size ranges. On the one hand, we can explain how the global (averaged) isotherm is composed from

local "single-pore isotherms"; on the other hand, our strategy is suitable for nanoscale fluid handling as in the smaller microfluidic setups,

and even for single-pore devices.

Additionally, the global gravimetric measurement of the sorption isotherms gave us complete water adsorption/desorption isotherms.

This allowed to obtainmore precise information about thewetting of the PSi samples and themechanismof water adsorption anddesorption.

We found that the amount of adsorbed water is larger in the case of peroxidized and APTS-functionalized PSi than that of as-formed and

PFDS-functionalized PSi; confirming the data obtained by the wetSTEM analysis. This difference in the hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties

of the PSi surfaces also plays an important role on the width of the hysteresis loop. This latter is enlarged by the hydrophobicity, as predicted

by the Kelvin equation.

PSi remains a porousmaterial with a wide spectrumof technological applications and is commonly integrated in sensors, catalytic systems,

and drug delivery biomaterials, to cite a few. The current study suggests that lifetime and stability of the devices could be optimized by per-

forming parallel studies of functionality and point or cyclic wetSTEM studies of PSi with the specific functionalization required by the desired

application. A modification of the characteristic wetting trend in a dry to wet cycle could be related to the deviation or failure of the device

characteristics.
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Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

B Lead contact

B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

d METHOD DETAILS

Figure 6. Evolution of grey value for increasing humidity for categorized pore sizes and chemistries

(A‒D) Normalized gray value as a function of RH (%) for pores of (A) 20 nm, (B) 25 nm, (C) 30 nm and (D) 35 nm of diameter for the different PSi surfaces.
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Figure 7. Water adsorption-desorption isotherms for the different PSi surface chemistries

(A‒D) Water adsorption/desorption isotherms for (A) as-formed PSi, (B) PSi functionalized with PFDS, (C) functionalized with APTS, and (D) peroxidized PSi. <
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the lead contact, Miguel Manso Silván (miguel.manso@uam.es).

Materials availability

No new or unique materials or reagents were generated in this study.

Data and code availability

& All data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.
& No code was developed for data acquisition or analysis. All data processing was developed with mentioned software applications and

available plug-ins.
& Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Our study does not use experimental models typical in the life sciences.

METHOD DETAILS

Preparation of thin porous silicon (PSi) layers and free-standing PSi

The back side of p-type boron-doped (resistivity 0.01–0.02 Ucm) (100)-oriented silicon wafers was first coated with an aluminum layer to pro-

vide low resistance ohmic electrical contacts, and subsequently cut into 15mm3 15mmpieces, which weremounted on a Teflon(R) two-elec-

trode electrochemical cell. The silicon wafer was the anode, and a platinum filament network was used as the cathode. An Agilent 6634B DC

power supply was used to control the current. A columnar PSi layer was then fabricated by electrochemical etching of the silicon wafer in an

electrolyte composed of a mixture of hydrofluoric acid (HF) (40%) and absolute ethanol (volume ratio 1:2). We employed a current of 80 mA/

cm2 for 20 s to create a 2000G 20 nm thick PSi structure. These were then rinsed with ethanol and dried with nitrogen. These samples are in

the following referred to as freshly hydrolyzed PSi, H-PSi. To create the free-standing PSi layers, the anodization was followed by a pulse of 5 s

at 407mA/cm2 to delaminate the PSi from the silicon substrate. The free-standing layers were removed from the electrolyte, washedwith pure

ethanol and transferred to a copper TEM grid.

Functionalization of the PSi layers

The free-standing PSi layers and the PSi layers on silicon were functionalized with aminopropyl triethoxysilane (APTS, terminated by an amine

group, NH2) and with 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl triethoxysilane (PFDS) (both from Sigma Aldrich). Each organosilane was dissolved in

ethanol (0.2%), and PSi was incubated in this solution for 10 min and 30 min, respectively, under white light illumination (150 W halogen

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

p-type boron-doped ITME, Poland CAS: 7440-21-3

Hydrofluoric Acid 48% Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 7664-39-3

Absolute Ethanol Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 64-17-5

Aminopropyltriethoxysilane Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 919-30-2

Perfluorodecylsilane Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 101947-16-4

Hydrogen Peroxide 30% Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 7722-84-1

Phosphotungstic acid hydrate Sigma-Aldrich, Spain CAS: 12501-23-4

Software and algorithms

ImageJ NIH imagej.net/ij/index.html

MATLAB MathWorks es.mathworks.com/
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lamp) at room temperature.35,36 The silane concentration used for the functionalization is very low to remain in the submonolayer regime. The

resulting targeted samples are labeled as APTS-PSi and PFDS-PSi, respectively. Aside from the functionalization, we also oxidized the PSi thin

layers in a mixture of aqueous H2O2 (30% wt) and absolute ethanol (1:1) for 30 min, and then rinsed in ethanol. This procedure results in hy-

droxyl groups at the surface; the samples are namedOH-PSi in the following. All chemical functionalization steps were carried out in a glove-

box filled with nitrogen.

Porous silicon structure: In vacuo imaging

A pre-characterization of the pore structure of free-standing PSi was performed by using Field Emission SEM (FESEM), helium ionmicroscopy

(HIM) and TEM. The TEM was a JEOL 2100F, operated at 200 kV. FESEM images were recorded with a Philips XL30S microscope operated at

10 keV. High resolution imaging of the samples was performed with a Zeiss Orion NanoFab HIM. HIM imaging principles are like those of

SEM. Only, instead of an electron beam, a He+ ion beam is scanned over the sample surface and generates the secondary electrons used

as imaging signal. The Zeiss instrument employs a Gas-Field-Ion Source and electrostatic optics for generation of a focused beam of helium

ions. Compared to SEM, this technology is characterized by a superior resolution (about 0.3 nm), higher surface sensitivity and extreme focus

depth, all of which are of great relevance for studies of mesoporous structures.

To visualize cross-sections of the porous layers, the specimens for HIM studies were cleaved from the wafer samples and fixed on metallic

sample holders with an electrically conductive silver paste to ensure an effective charge removal during imaging. Just before imaging, the

sample chamber and the sample stage were cleanedwith an Evactron plasma cleaner to remove possible hydrocarbon contaminations inside

the chamber, which can deteriorate image quality.

Permeability experiments

To study the water permeability of PSi and of the modified PSi samples, we dissolved phosphotungstic acid (PTA) in water (2%) and placed a

droplet on the surface of the PSi layer on silicon wafer samples. Once the droplet had evaporated, we cut the sample by focused ion beam

(FIB) slicing (see below) to observe the cross-section by FESEM.

FIB slicing and 3D imaging was performed using a dual-beam system FIB/SEM (FEI Helios 450S Dual Beam). The PSi samples, pre-coated

with a 150 nm Pt protective layer, were sectioned parallel to the surface, removing the surface layers stepwise with the Ga ion FIB, operated at

30 kV and 18 pA. Images for each section were successively acquired by SEM (accelerating voltage from 2 to 5 kV; current: 100 to 200 pA) with

various detectors. Especially useful was the backscattering detector, which provides high contrast for PTA-richmaterial. The target slice thick-

ness was set to 20 nm, the voxel size to 2.83 2.83 20 nm3. The process was run in fully automated mode, using the AutoSlice&View G3 soft-

ware. The thus acquired 3D data was further processed, visualised and quantified in FEI VSG Avizo software.

The surface wettability of PSi and flat model samples was evaluated with a water contact angle goniometer (KSV CAM-101) used in the

static sessile drop mode: a 3 mL drop of water was applied onto the sample surface and the contact angle formed with the surface was

measured. Each measurement was repeated five times.

WetSTEM experiments

Dynamic experiments involving condensation and evaporation of water on PSi were carried out with a FEI QUANTA 250FEG with a wetSTEM

setup. This enables STEM imaging through a standard TEM copper grid, mounted on a Peltier stage. Thin free-standing PSi samples were

placed on the grid, with the pores oriented parallel to the electron beam (vertically). ThewetSTEMdetector is integrated in the Peltier stage; it

comprises a disk (bright fieldmode) and a ring (dark fieldmode) detector. The chamber pressure was varied from the base pressure ofz10#4

Pa up to >1000 Pa water vapor, supplied through an automated valve. An increase in pressure was achieved by introducing water vapor

through a leak valve. A decrease was achieved instead by pumping. To prevent premature evaporation from, and condensation on the sam-

ple, an optimized pump down sequence was used (several cycles of water vapor filling at up to 1000 Pa and pumping down to z100 Pa at

ambient sample temperature).

We used a beam voltage of 20 kV, with an electron beam spot of about 13 nm (spot size 3). The dose, and thus the beam damage, was

reduced by working at theminimal column aperture. The sample temperaturewasmaintained at 5!C (water vapor saturation pressure 866 Pa),

and the relative humidity (RH) was increased/decreased by increasing/decreasing the chamber pressure, with sufficient time to reach a steady

state. To avoid beam damage, low magnification was used throughout the experiment (several hours), except for acquiring the final images

(a few min in total). Hence, each image corresponds to a short zoom-in event.

The results were correlated with water adsorption measurements for the different PSi samples (PSi layer on silicon wafer samples) at 25!C,

reaching a total pressure of 2338 Pa, performed with an automatic vapor adsorption apparatus (Belsorp-Aqua, co. Rubotherm/Bel), using the

volumetric gas adsorption method.11

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To account for variations of the contrast and brightness with changing vapor pressure and to evaluate a greyscale information on the image

quantitatively, we have normalized the gray levels on every image. First, the values of contrast and brightness of the detector in BFmodewere

selected so that images were not saturated either in black or white in the whole range of utilized pressures. Second, for every acquiring con-

dition the images were normalized to the contrast range between intensity at the large holes (100% transmission) and intensity at the position
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of the cupper grid (0% transmission) at these conditions. This contrast setting was not changed during zooming in, and during images

acquisition.

Quantification from TEM images was performed with ImageJ software. The required basic statistical calculations (pore size distribution,

mean values of gray scale and standard deviations) and plots were performed with MATLAB.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

No relevant additional resources have been used to carry out this work.
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